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"Three-magnon" nonlinear phenomena in antiferromagnets with an "easy plane" of anisotropy 
(AFEP) are calculated by classical methods for the case of parallel orientation of the ac and de 
magnetic fields applied in the easy plane of the crystal. It is shown that for arbitrary pumping 
frequencies, parametric transformation of electromagnetic energy into spin-wave energy of the 
lower branch occurs via oscillations in the other branch of the spectrum. Because of this, the 
threshold field for appearance of instability in the first branch may be described by an expres
sion that is valid for any pumping frequency and is of a resonance nature. Frequency doubling 
is also calculated for an AFEP located in a de magnetic field of such magnitude that the first 
frequency w 10 of the AFMR is exactly equal to half the second w20 . It turns out that in this case 
the efficiency of transformation of an electromagnetic field of frequency w10 into a field of 
frequency w20 may be much higher than that attained with a ferrite, especially at high frequen
cies. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

AMONG uniaxial antiferromagnets (AF) there is a 
broad class of substances in which there is an entire 
plane of easy directions of magnetization of the sub
lattices. The spectrum Wrk of the electronic spin 
waves of these substances (see figure) consists of two 
distinctly separate branches (for values of the external 
de magnetic field H0 that are not too large)-"quasi
phonon" ( r = 1) and "quasioptic" ( r = 2). Borovik
Romanovr1l first called attention to the several 
physically interesting thermodynamic consequences of 
this kind of spectrum. 

It was also found[ 21 that antiferromagnetics with 
easy-plane anisotropy (AFEP) are interesting from 
still another point of view--that of the nonlinear dynami
cal phenomena that can be observed at high power 
levels of a microwave field h applied to the sample. 
Many of these phenomena are due to the high magnitude 
of the nonlinear interaction between the branches. One 
of the types of this interaction is characteristic first of 
all for AFEP. This is the so-called three-magnon 
process, in which two magnons of branch r = 1 are 
converted into one magnon of branch r = 2, or the re
verse: one magnon w2k2 disappears, giving rise to two 
magnons Wlk1 and w!k~YLWhen this happens, of 
course, along with the conservation law for quasimo
mentum Iik2 = Iik1 + :fik~, the energy conservation law 
must be satisfied: 

(1) 

which for small k is possible only if the frequencies 
for antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) w20 and w10 

differ significantly (by a factor of two or more). This 
situation exists primarily in AFEP at moderate fields 
Ho $ Y2HAE, as well as in antiferromagnets with easy
axis anisotropy (AFEA) close to those values of H0 for 
which one of the AFMR frequencies vanishes. 

In AFEP, as calculations show, these processes can 

lead to a marked broadening of the AFMR line at W2o 
and, beginning at a certain temperature, also of the 
AFMR line at w10 ,[ 4l as well as to "premature" satura
tion" of the AFMR line at w20 .r 2J The magnitude of the 
"three-phonon" interaction is in the first approxima
tion proportional to the external magnetic field H0, [2' 4 l 
as a consequence of which, in particular, the magnitude 
of the threshold field for "premature saturation" of 
the w20 AFMR line due to three-phonon processes is 
inversely proportional to H0 (see Eq. (22) in[ 2l). 

Recently, Seaveyrs,e] and Prozorova and Borovik
Romanov[7J discovered in monocrystals of the AFEP 
CsMnF 3 a phenomenon of threshold absorption of 
microwave energy with so-called "parallel pumping" 
(h 11 Ho) at a frequency wp « w20, which they explained 
as a parametric excitation of pairs of magnons w1kc 
and w 1,-kc (see the figure). Seavey[eJ and Hinderks and 

Richards[aJ derived semiquantum mechanically that 
hthr ~ H~1 . This circumstance, and particularly the 
fact that the W2o AFMR is also excited by a microwave 
field h 11 Ho (see below), suggests that a single de
scription of the three-magnon "premature saturation" 

1;:;; D 1, ---- -----m 
The spectrum of spin waves of an antiferromagnet with anisotropy 

of the "easy plane" type with H0 IIEP: curve 1-r = I (hl--+ f..ll, A[[); 
curve 2-r = 2 (hi I--+ f..IJJ• A-1). The left part of the figure shows sche
matically the dependence of the intensity of the uniform quasianti
ferromagnetic mode (k = 0, r = 2) on the pump frequency wp. 
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of the high-frequency AFMR ( wp = w 2a) and the 
"parallel pumping" at wp << w2a is possible. The 
calculations presented below confirm this. 

In addition, we consider the "reverse" phenomenon
frequency doubling in AFEP, i.e., the excitation of 
homogeneous oscillations of the second branch (at fre
quency W2a) by means of an external microwave field 
of half the frequency wp = w 2a/2 with such a choice of 
the external field Ha that w2a =2w 10 • In this case, the 
conditions for the three-magnon process with k 1 = k 1 
= k2 = 0 are fulfilled, and the conversion efficiency can 
be extremely high. 

2. INITIAL EQUATIONS 

Unlikef2l we shall use a purely classical method, 
which is more pictorial in a treatment of non-resonant 
oscillations, as well as more convenient for a qualita
tive analysis of possible nonlinear phenomena in arbi
trary AF structures. 

We shall consider a two-sublattice model of an 
AFEP. In the system of two Landau- Lifshitz equations 
the dissipative terms can be introduced in any one of 
the well-known ways, but we shall do this in such a 
way that physically possible "cross" dissipation is 
taken into account (see the terms with K'), the system 
is invariant with respect to a change in numeration of 
the sublattices, and at all moments of time the condi
tion I M1 I = I M2l = Ma, the natural one for T « TN, 
is exactly fulfilled: 

• ·eff '~ • x' · 
Mt =- y pr,Ilt ] + -11-- [Mrl\Ii] + --;- [UrMz], 

.,lo ,],u (2)* 
• eff ~, • -x.' • 
Mz=- r [:IIzllz ] +1·,- [Mz~I,] -+--11 Plz:\lr]. 

J _/ (l J 0 

Here Mv is the magnetization of the sublattices 
(v = 1, 2); H~ff =- 6dle/6M; JJC is the Hamiltonian 
(energy) of the system; K, K 1 are the dissipative coef
ficients; y is the magnetomechanical ratio ( y > 0 ); 
anisotropy of the g factor and the field of the spin 
waves are neglected. Converting to variables m = M1 
+ M2 and 1= M1- M2 , we have 

. [ l ] 1) • ~ • 
Ill=- y miTm - y [IH, +-- [mm] -1-,-- [11], 

2ilfo 2M0 

• - 1) • s . (3) 
1=-y [mii,)-y[Him]+--[hn] +-. [ml), 

2;][0 2JI0-

where 

H .. ""' --bYG I <'im, n, == -t:JJ{J / ol, 1] """'X+ x', s""' X- x'. 

It is easy to show that the power absorbed in the sam
ple in this case is given by 

d:J{; 1 5 ..,-- _J " -P. = ____ = ---;----- <,1m ,- si Jdl. 
dt 2,1/oy 

(4) 

For the sake of generality, we take into account also 
the Dzyaloshinski'i' interaction (DI) in writing down the 
energy of the AFEP magnetic system, having in mind 
not only CsMnF 3 , but also MnC03 , CoC03 , a-Fe 20 3 , 

etc.: 

Here B is the exchange interaction constant ( 2BMa 
= 2HE = WE /y); a, b are anisotropy constants (a > 0, 
2aMa = HA); {3 is the Dzyaloshinski'i' constant ( 2f3Ma 
= Hn); HE, HA, Hn are the exchange, anisotropy, and 
Dzyaloshinski'l fields; a, p are phenomenological con
stants of the inhomogeneous exchange interaction; n is 
a unit vector in the direction of the hard axis. 

For effective fields we find 
II.,= B- Bm- bn(nm)- {)[nlj --j- pD'miDxp, 

H, = -an (nm) + B[n:n) +aD'! I Dx,z. 
(6) 

Let the de magnetic field Ha be applied in the easy 
plane of the crystal. We take its direction along x, and 
the z axis along n; n = (0, 0, 1), Xj - (x, y, z), 
H = (Ha + hx, hy, hz), h is the ac magnetic field 
(h << Ha ). The state of equilibrium is described by the 
known expressions: rna= (rna, 0, 0), lo = (0, la, 0), 
rna~ (Ha + f3la)/B, la = [(2Ma)2 - m~] 112 ~ 2Ma. Here 
and everywhere below we make use of the relations 
a, b, {3, Ha/2Ma « B, a, p ~ Ba~ (aa is the lattice con
stant), aak << 1, Tf, ~ << 1. In this case terms contain
ing b and p, as it turns out, can generally be neglected. 

Solution of the system (3) in the linear approximation 
(m =rna+ JJ., l = la +A, 1J. «rna, A« la) leads to the 
following results (they differ from known results only 
in the means of introduction of the dissipative terms, 
which, of course, does not pretend to any physical 
uniqueness). 

1) Homogeneous (inhomogeneous) oscillations of the 
variables IJ.y, IJ.z, Ax can be excited by a homogeneous 
(inhomogeneous) ac field of polarization y and (or) z, 
which is briefly notated thus: h1- 1J.1, Ail (see the 
figure). Natural and relaxation frequencies of the oscil
lations of these variables are given by the expressions 
(valid only for long waves with k « a~ 1 ) 

"'"::::: y[lfo(Ho + J.lc) + aBio0k']'h, (7a) 

btt""' [1J(y2B2mo2 -f- Wt>2) -f-~WE2] /2WE. (7b) 

This means that IJ.y, !lz, Ax vary as exp( -lit.kt- iw1kt 
+ ik·r) when h = 0. 

2) The field hx excites oscillations in the variables, 
IJ.x, Ay, Az, i.e., h 11 - JJ. 11 , A1 . The natural and relaxa-
tion frequencies for these are 

wzt ~ y[aBlo2 + Plo(Ifo + Blo) + aBio2k'J'h, (8a) 

Ozt ~ (1]Wzx2 + \;ul,;2) I 2wE. (8b) 

Classifying these two modes not by their relative mag
nitude of natural frequencies but by the type of excita
tion by the external electromagnetic field, we shall call 
the first quasiferromagnetic and the second quasianti
ferromagnetic. 

3. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SIMPLEST 
NONLINEAR PROCESSES 

The explicit form of the equations of motion immedi
ately permits a number of qualitative conclusions. For 
simplicity, we neglect for the moment the DI and at
tenuation and consider only homogeneous oscillations; 
we take the external action into account in the linear 
approximation (i.e., we neglect products of IJ.j and Aj 
with hj ). Here and everywhere below (except in the 
final expressions) we shall for brevity use a system of 
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units in which 2M0 = 1 and y = 1. Considering that at 
equilibrium Bm0 = H0, we obtain from (3), (5), and (6): 

a) quasiferromagnetic mode (r = 1): 

it, = - lhttz + moh, -- a'A,I.x, (9 ) 
j,, = lfopy- mohu. 
~x = Blw, -Iohz + B!.yflz- (B- a) ).,[ty; 

b) quasiantiferromagnetic mode ( r = 2): 

f;x = a/o),, + OAyAz. 
J,v =-a mol,,+ (B --a) ft,!.,- Brt),x, 
}" = --mwx + lohx + Bpyt·x- Brtxl-v-

(10) 

The nonlinear terms aAzAx, BA.yiJ.z, (B- a)Az/J.y, 
BiJ. zAx, BiJ.yAx provide a nonlinear coupling between the 
modes. 

"Parallel pumping" h = (hxcoswflt, 0, 0) with wp 
< W2o excites the second mode (variables iJ.x, Ay, Az) 
in the wings of the resonance line (see figure), i.e., 
generally speaking, the weaker, the greater w20, i.e., 
the greater constants a and B. These very same vari
ables, by virtue of the nonlinear terms in (9) act para
metrically on the oscillations of the first mode, and 
the stronger, the greater constants a and B. Hence 
when the condition wp ~ 2w 10 = 2H0 is fulfilled excita
tion of parametric resonance of the first mode is pos
sible. A similar effect with wp = 2w 1k ("indirect 
parallel pumping") has indeed been observed evidently 

[5 7] ' ' in CsMnF3• ' An analogous phenomenon (nonresonant 
magnetic excitation of phonons in an AF) was discussed 
in[9l. 

But if, on the other hand, in the linear approxima
tion oscillations of the first mode (JJ.y, iJ.z, Ax) are 
s:rongly excited, e.g., by a field hycosw 10t, the non
lmear terms -BiJ.zAx and BiJ.yAx in (10) will contain 
harmonics with frequency 2w 10 , which will excite oscil
lations of the second mode (JJ.x, Ay, Az). Their intensity 
will be particularly great if the choice of external field 
Ho (and in the real cases of CsMnF3, MnC03, a-Fe20 3, 
the choice also of the temperature or deformation 
directions) satisfies the equality 2w 10 = w20 . And, 
since the magnetic moment of the sample JmxdV also 
oscillates with the frequency w20, excitation of electro
magnetic oscillations in the external electromagnetic 
circuit is possible, i.e., there will be frequency doub
ling. In contrast to the known phenomenon of frequency 
doubling with a ferrite, [101 in this case the conversion 
efficiency can be extremely high, since at the frequency 
W2o = 2w 10 the oscillations are excited, as also at the 
frequency w 10, in resonant fashion (hence the name 
''biresonant frequency doubling"). 

In AFEP with the aid of a de magnetic field Ho of a 
certain direction and magnitude, it is possible to 
markedly decrease one of the AFMR frequencies (e.g., 
close to the flipping field of the sublattices in AF of 
the MnF2 type or close to the field for AF to AWF 
transition in an AFEA with DI[ 11 ' 121 ). In these cases, 
when Ho > H~r the frequency w20 of the quasiantiferro
magnetic mode (in which the variables iJ.u, A 1 oscillate 
and which is excited by an HF' field h 11 ) lies, as a rule, 
below the frequency w10 of the quasiferromagnetic 
mode (in which h1 excites JJ. 1 , AJI). Indirect parallel 
pumping, nonetheless, is theoretically possible, since 
the condition necessary for this wp > 2w 10 can be ful
filled for certain values of wp and H0. The threshold 

amplitude can be calculated on the basis of scheme 
presented below for AFEP. 

4. INDIRECT PARALLEL PUMPING IN AFEP WITH DI 

For the calculation of the threshold field for "in
direct parallel pumping" in AFEP we return to Eq. (3). 
Consider the effect of a homogeneous ac field h 
= (h cos wpt, 0, 0). We seek a solution in the form 
m = mo + JJ.(t), 1 = 10 + A(t). Only the quasiantiferro
magnetic mode with k = 0 is excited: 

Jlxo(t) =- (lo I mo)'A-uri(t) =z (x, cos ropl + x2 sin ropl) l0h, (11) 

here 
1.,o(t) ·= (-£,sin ropt +~'cos <Opt) /0h; 

XI ~ ro2o2 ( W2o2 --- ul1,2) I Blol12o, 
X2 ~ <u l' (TJw,o' + ~Olp2roE2 ) l Blowi.},,o, 

St ~ {t1p ( W2o2 --- (I) p 2) I A~o, G2 ~ 2wp202o / L\2o, 
l12o ,-~ (o.1 2o2 - Wp2) 2 + 4w 1,262o'- (12) 

Substituting (11) into the equation for the quasiferro
magnetic mode ( iJ. yk• iJ. zk, A xk ~ e ik · r) with no ac
count taken of attenuation, we obtain 

i•u• == ~i.,o(l) flu•- [lfo + fllo + flr."'' (I) -j-h c<>' w1,t] f!z•- (a-ak')l.,o(t) "-"' 
,-,,. = (Ilo + heus w;,l)ftu• -- uk''[lo + i.yo(t)]t.,., 

i,. = -t-m.,o(fht,, + [Blo + m.uo(t) + f>fl_,o(t) ]!t,.- pi.,o(t) )., •. 
(13) 

This is a system of linear equations with coefficients 
that have a periodic time dependence, which, as is well 
known, can have for wp ~ 2wJk a solution with an ex
ponentially increasing amplitude (parametric reso
nance). 

Following the general scheme for calculating the 
threshold field in parametric phenomena, [131 we seek 
a solution of the system (13) in the form 

(fty,,[t,,,).,.) = (c~oc;,c3) [cos (<•ltkf- kr) +cos (w,.t + kr)] (14 ) 
+ (c •• c2,c6) r sin ((>ltd-- kr) + sin (w,.t + kr)], 

where en( t) is a slowly varying function of time ( Cn 
~est, Is I<< w.tk, n = 1, ... , 6 ), and wp = wJk + w1,-k 
= 2w1k (wlk given by Eq. (7a)). Substituting (14) into 
(13), we express the products of harmonics in terms of 
harmonics of the sums and differences of the argu
ments, neglect harmonics of triple frequency, collect 
terms with the same harmonics, and obtain a system 
of homogeneous equations for c = {en}: 

/;"=(A -1- 1f.ld1) (:. (15) 

The matrices A and B have the form 

jJ= 

0 0 0 -(I)lk - (lfo + ~lo) 
~al0k' 11 0 0 0 H, wlk 

0 0 0 0 Blo -(J)lk 

A= w1k - (Tlo + jll0) 0 0 0 0 (16) 
flo -(t)lk 

0 Blo 

~t.;, ~mox• 
0 0 

-1JlfJ'£.z -HoX• 

-~/·~· I -- ~"'•X• 
1 0 

Blof,t Hox• 

-alQk' 0 0 0 

{J}lk 0 0 0 

- (a- ak') l,;, --~t,;, -1 + ~mox• (a - ak') lo~1 I 
I 

ak'!mo:r.2 

-~t.,;, 

-1 0 -ak2moY.t I 

Blo';1 -Hox• ~lo!;1 

(a- ak') t,;, .f. -fllo!;, ~mox• (a- ak') loi;2 

0 0 ak'mox• 
jllo!;t .,,,;;;, .;; /Jio''-,o -II ox• ~~·~• 

(17) 
For h = 0 the characteristic equation of the system 

(15) is 
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Its roots are s 1,2 = 0, s3,4 = ± iwJk, s 5,s = ± 2iwJk. For 
small h ~ 0 these roots change slightly, but in view of 
our method of calculation, we are interested only in 
values of s with small absolute value Is I « wJk. 
Hence, in writing down the characteristic equation of 
system (15) with small h ~ 0, it suffices to keep only 
terms proportional to s 2, s\ and s 0 and to calculate 
their coefficients in the first nonzero approximation 
with respect to h/2. The result is 

~6 ~ Q0s2 - R2(h I 2)2 = 0, (18) 

where Q0 = 4w tk:, and 

Rz = ffi/o(•lt• + How2o2£1 + BB-'(2(•Jw2 - Wt•2) Wt>XIP (18a) 
+ (1fow2o2~2 + ~B-t (201102 - w1•2) W!k)(2)2. 

From (18) we have for the growth increment 
s+ ~ (R2/Q0 ) 112 h/2. When attenuation of the oscillations 
of the quasiferromagnetic mode are taken into account 
there should appear in the expressions for cn(t) a 
factor exp ( -liJ.kt), where lilk is the relaxation fre
quency of the spin waves w!k and w1,-k (see Eq. (7b)). 
An exponential growth of amplitude (parametric insta
bility) becomes possible only for s+- liJ.k > 0. From 
this we obtain for the threshold amplitude 

hthr = 26,.(Qo/ R2) '!'. (19) 

Using Eq. (12) for x1,2 and ~1,2, we can show that 
under the conditions of our calculation the contribution 
of X1 and X2 to R2 is practically for all pump frequen
cies much smaller than that of ~ 1 and ~ 2 • Thus, con
sidering that liJ.k = ~w.Ik/2, li2o = ~W2o/2, where 
~Wrk are the total line widths of the corresponding 
oscillations, we find from (19) and (18a) a final expres
sion for the threshold field for indirect parallel pump
ing at frequency wp (in the usual system of units): 

' thr ~0>n,, 2 • [( // ' IT •t )• + ( II •t )']-''• (20) ll:-; =-::=. -- ffitk,7 y lJC')Jk~ -:- 'Y oCU:!o-':lt - Y o<0'!0-'='2 · ' y ' 

where 
• Wp ( w2o2 - l•>1, 2) • wl ~ro2o 
q= ' ~= • (w2c2- w/) 2 + w1,2(c'.w2o) 2 {w2o2- Wp2)2 + Wp2 {~ro2o) 2 

~>1•2 = y"llo(ffo + HD) + (0,aok I li)3, 
W2•" = y2 [2H,Jh: + Hn(llo + llv)] + {0caok / li) 2, 

0c == 2:1/o(aB)'h/iy I ao, 

and the value of the modulus of the wave vector kc is 
given by wp = 2w lkc. 

5. ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL CASES 

A. Equation (20) can describe phenomena which 
previously had been considered separately, such as: 
"direct" parallel pumping of the quasiferromagnetic 
mode, [21 indirect parallel pumping of the Seavey
Prozorova-Borovik-Romanov type, [s,7l "three-magnon 
saturation" of the quasiantiferromagnetic mode pr In 
fact, we have, for pump frequencies wp << w 20 , 

i.e., 

hx1~ (wp~ 0'2o)=rop~Wt•/Y2 {2Ho+Hn). (21a) 

For Ho » H0 , this leads to Eq. (27) of[21 ("direct" 
parallel pumping), and for HD = 0 (the case of CsMnF3) 

to an expression that differs from the one derived 
in[s,s] by a factor }'2 (see below). 

And if wp = w2o, then ~1 = 0, ~2 = (21i2ot1 and 

hxthr (wv = w20)= ~w,.c~ro2o/2y2Ho, (21b) 

i.e., we obtain an expression that is the same as the 
one obtained in[2J for the threshold field of "three
magnon premature saturation" of the quasiantiferro
magnetic mode. 

Note that the frequency W2o does not appear in Eqs. 
(21a) and (21b). 

B. It is useful to have a general expression for the 
threshold field of indirect parallel pumping (h 11 Ho II x) 
for Ho = 0 and for given values of H0 and pump fre
quency wp: 

thr AW1kc Wp [(w202 - rop')' + rop0 (~ro20)2 )'1• (22) 
I~,; = ----- ----'---::-..-''-----y 2y!lo ro~o• • 

It is seen that the function h~hr ( wp) has a sharp reso
nance. Equation (22) can be applied to the case of 
parametric excitation of electronic spin waves in 
CsMnF3, if the assumption is made that the hyperfine 
interaction in this substance affects hkhr only via its 
effect on the AFMR frequencies ww and W2o· 

C. The difference between (21a) for Ho = 0 and the 
analogous formula in[5 • 61 is evidently not purely arith
metical. In fact, the expression for h~hr in CsMnF3 is 
derived by the method of Hinderks and Richards under 
the assumption of direct coupling between the magnetic 
field of the pump and the spin waves of the quasiferro
magnetic mode. However, as follows from[2l, in the 
absence of DI there is no such coupling in AFEP. In 
the notation of[aJ this can be shown in the following 
way. 

For the description of three-magnon processes of 
direct conversion of one photon into two spin waves it 
is necessary to consider this part of the total Hamil
tonian: 

~J'O=yli(HEcos29 + Hsin 9) ,E (a.+a. + bt+bt), 

• 
where H = Ho + h 11 cos wpt. In AF of the CsMnF3 type, 
where w20 is quite large (L. A. Prozorova, private 
communication), when wp << w 20 the equilibrium direc
tions of the sublattice moments are obviously able to 
follow the changes in the external field; hence, 
sin()= (Ho + hllcoswpt)/2HE. This leads to 

~J'O=yf!HE ,E (a.+a. + b.+bt), 

• 
i.e., in this way the parts of ~&t that depend explicitly 
on time compensate each other. The quantum-mechan
ical calculation of the threshold amplitude of parallel 
pumping must obviously take into account terms like 
d0citc~k and the time dependence d0(t) induced by the 
external ac field. 

D. In the case of AFEA in fields parallel to the easy 
axis (EA) and greater than the flipping field He (e.g., 
RbMnF3, cf.[ 81 ), the AFMR frequency of the quasianti
ferromagnetic mode w20 may be close to zero; hence 
the question of the validity of the model of "direct" 
parallel pumping with parametric excitation of two 
electronic spin waves in the framework of a simplified 
quantum-mechanical scheme remains open. More 
complex methods are obviously required-see, for ex-
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ample,P41, It is more probable, however, that in 
uniaxial AFEA with "flipped" sublattices parallel 
pumping is generally impossible without taking into 
account the field of the spin waves or the magneto
elastic interaction, [151 

Classically, AFEA with Ho II EA and H0 > He can 
be described by the addition of the term (-%Ali) to 
(5), with A> 0. Then the x axis will be the easy axis 
(H~ RS AB12 ), and the term %a~ describes the aniso
tropy in the plane perpendicular to the easy axis, The 
spin-wave spectrum takes on the following form (for 
HD = 0 and k << ai/): 

(l)nk2 = ronrr + y2al3lo2k2 (n = 1, 2), 
w1o2 = y(Ilo2 - Ill), ro2o2 = 'faBlo". 

Parallel pumping is possible if wp > 2w 10, and the 
threshold amplitude, as calculation shows, is described 
by Eq. (22). Thus, spin-wave instability of the type 
considered in the presence of an easy axis is possible 
for Ho II EA and H0 > He only in biaxial AF (since the 
condition w20 "' 0 is required). In particular, when 
Wp >> W2o we have 

thr ._ ~ Aw1k0 Wp' 
h, (rop""»ro,0)~ -..,- 2 H • , 

' y oro,o 

i.e., the magnitude is relatively high. 
From the experimental point of view, the biaxial AF, 

CuCl2 · 2H20, is of interest. Here, when Ho 11 EA and 
Ho >He, W2o/y is evidently about 10 kOe.£161 This 
permits working with wp ~ w 20 , which, in accordance 
with (21b ), gives a very low threshold for the excita
tion of instability in parallel pumping. 

6. BIRESONANT FREQUENCY DOUBLING 

In AFEP, by changing the magnitude of the external 
magnetic field H0 perpendicular to the hard axis, it is 
easy to reach the situation where 2w 10 = w 20 (see Eqs. 
(7a) and (Sa) for k = 0 ). In this case a linear (by fields 
hy and hz) excitation of oscillations in the quantities 
iJ.y, iJ. z, ;\x at the frequency w 10 leads, on account of 
nonlinear terms in the equations of motion, to a 
resonant excitation of oscillations in the quantities 
!Lx, ;\y, ;\z at frequency W•o· Let us calculate the mag
nitude of the effect, i.e., the dependence of the ampli
tudes of the oscillations of the quasiantiferromagnetic 
mode on the amplitudes hy and hz. 

In the general case resonant excitation of the quasi
ferromagnetic mode can be accomplished by a uniform 
ac fi£_ld h = (0, hy, hz), where hy = hycos(w 10t +cp), 
hz = hz cos w 10 t. Then the solution of the initial system 
of equations (3) in the first approximation with respect 
to 01o/w10 gives 

mo moTz. mo'1iv . ) 
j.ly ~--A.,~ --cosw10t+--sm(wiOt+<p, 

lo 21lio 20,oe (23) 
emo1i.: mony ( ) 

1-lz ~ --sin w1ot-·-2 -cos W1ot + <p , 
2010 ll1o 

where e = [Ho/(Ho + HD)] 112, and W1o, 010 are given by 
Eqs. (7a) and (7b) for k = 0. 

We now substitute (23) into the troika of equations 
for tl).e quasiantiferromagnetic mode (!Lx, ;\y, ;\z 
~ e-lwt )-into those nonlinear terms which contain the 
variables of the quasiferromagnetic mode. We express 
the products of harmonics as harmonics of the zero 

and doubled frequencies and keep only the latter. Con
sidering the variable iJ.x at w = w2o = 2w1o and using 
the conditions 010 « a, {3 and Ho « B, we obtain 

j.lx ~ _ Hooo•a [-7!,2 sin ro2ot + +1ii sin(ro2ot + ?,q>) 
16BII102 ./l2o 8 

+! 1iv7i,cos(ro2ot+<p)]. (24) 

If we introduce hz/hy = tan (J and h = (hY, + h.i)112 , 

then the maximum of the average value of iJ. 2 with 
h = const is attained when cp = ± 1r/ 2 and (J =x ±arctan e, 
i.e., when 

h k . ek 
·v = =F-=-- sm ro10t, k, = ±-==cos co 10t. 

1'1 + e2 1'1 + 82 

This is natural, since oscillations of the quasiferro
magnetic mode are best excited by an electromagnetic 
field with elliptical polarization of a certain sign. 

In order to compare the magnitude of this effect with 
that of the well-known frequency-doubling effect in 
ferrites,r 10J we set for brevity HD = 0 and hz = 0. 
Then we get for iJ.x {going over to the usual system of 
units) 

AF _ lloW2o1i/ . :!.Afrilc<•>2o { y7iy ) 2 _ Z}f ylh ( y7iy ) 2 {25 ) 
ILx - 16lJbJo21l2o r+ 4llr.I"J.w2o \ t,~~ - • 0 4~<•J2o -.lw1o ' 

where we have used 2yl:f0 = 2w 10 = w20 = y(2HAHE)112 

= yHAE· 
For a thin ferrite plate magnetized in the plane by a 

field Ho II z, it is known[ 1o] that 

F OOlll2 ( ~lM ) '!o 'V1iv2 
l'z=--2 1-{-- --, 

81\p wo filp 

where WM = 41TyMF, wo = yHo, MF is the saturation 
magnetization of the ferrite, OF= Awy/2, AwF is the 
total FMR line width (AwF ~ yAHF), h,Y is the ampli
tude of the HF field of frequency Wp = two(wo + wMW12 

and polarization y, parallel to the plane of the plate. 
Since we are interested in the doubling of high fre

quencies, we take wp = W2o/2 >> WM; then the relative 
effectiveness of the processes (using the power radi
ated at frequency W2o as criterion) is characterized 
by the ratio of the amplitudes squared: 

( j.lxAF ) 2 [ 2Mo yH_.. W2o ( I"J.ooF) 2] 2 

--;:-F ~ 4:n;Mp ----;;,_~ - 41"J.oo2o I"J.w10 • 

If, for example, we take w.o/y ~ 5 x 104 Oe, 2M0 

~ 21TMF ~ 103 G, HA ~ 104 Oe, Aw20 /y ~ 3 x 102 Oe, 
AWF ~ Aw 10, then it is easy to see that at high fre
quencies (microwaves, 1 to 4 mm) the use of AFEP 
for the generation of harmonics can be many times 
more effective that the use of a ferrite even with an 
extremely narrow resonance line. 

It is interesting to note that the quadratic depend
ence between the pump power Pp ~ h2 at frequency 
w 10 and the power emitted at frequency 2w 10 , Pe ~ J-1.~ 
~ h \ can change radically in character beginning with 
some value of Pp (a very high one, of course)-if such 
a value of the amplitude of iJ.x should be attained at 
which the "reverse" process (discussed in Sec. 4) be
comes possible: "three-magnon" parametric excita
tion of oscillations in the quasiferromagnetic mode. 
But is is obviously more probable that the quadratic 
dependence of Pe on Pp will change even earlier (at 
smaller values of Pp) because of another threshold 
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effect-four-magnon premature saturation of the low
frequency AFMR. 

I am deeply grateful to I. K. Kikoin for his steady 
interest in this work and A. S. Borovik-Romanov and 
L.A. Prozorova for numerous fruitful discussions. 
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